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Our Goal Hello my name is Dr s. Sanusi and me 
and my Comrades Dr. Olusanya and Dr. 
Angelica are going to be working on 
the Phineas Gage case. Our goal is to 
figure out how Phineas Gage survived 
the railroad accident  and what 
happened before, during and after the 
incident.  We want to tell you why he is 
studied this day.



About the 
Phineas Gage 
accident: 

➢ Phineas was tempering an iron with explosives for the 
railroad

➢ Iron rod exploded into his cheek, his eye , his brain the 
(frontal lobe)

➢ The two brain systems keep thought and emotion and 
equilibrium. (balance)

➢ After the accident, his emotion and personality changed.  
➢ In 1860 he died because he was suffering seizures.
➢ The medical people documented Gage’s story in the 

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
➢



Phineas 
Gage 
Timeline 

-Phineas gage was born on July 8 1823.

-The day of the accident was September 
13,1848

-December 1848 He was able to take care of 
himself but his friends reported he was no 
longer gage. 

-In winter of 1850 Phineas's doctors took him 
to boston to show his case to Society of 
Medical Improvement. 

 In 1851 Phineas returns home to work 
for Jonathan in his stable. 



How his brain looked 
after the accident 



Doctor Info 

● The part of the brain that was 
hit in the accident was the 
Frontal lobes 

● Frontal lobes are the part that 
control the human persons 
personality 

● After the accident Phineas 
wasn't like the norm he was 
different because of the attack 
to his head 

● After 12 year epilepsy set in 
● He started falling to the ground 

due to hemorrhaging in the 
brain  



Doctor Definition 

● Frontal lobes are the part of the brain that controls the human 
personality 

● Epilepsy a disorder that when the nerves of the brain are disturbed 
causing seizures

● A seizure is a sudden, uncontrolled electrical disturbance in the 
brain. It can cause changes in your behavior, movements or 
feelings, and in levels of consciousness . 

● hemorrhaging A release of blood from a vessel inside or outside 
the body 

● Equilibrium   A state of rest or balance due to the equal actions of 
the opposing forces 



Phineas 
Gage 
Timeline 

-In 1852 Phineas starts a new life in Chile. 

-In 1858 His case was followed by David 
Ferrier 

-On May 21,1860 he died from eptiletic 
seizures

Phineas Gage is studied today because 
he taught us about brain function  and 
there are more than 1 part of brain 
doing everything in the brain



Fun facts about 
Phineas gage 

Did you know that due to 
the accident when he was 
with his doctor he coughed 
up half a teacup of brain 

Did you know that the 
reason why he was 
attacked by his rod was 
because he forgot to put 
the packing sand he got 
distracted by something 

Fun fact did you know that 
because his family thought 
that Phineas should have 
died they had a coffin and 
his death ceremony all 
ready for when he died 

After he lost his job 
phineas went to another 
town and got a job at a 
circus 



Internal links/ 
where we got 
our info 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrULrWRlGBA

 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PvuuhAa7XtjpAtm
JprQSxyts67v1PZ2dmswG4OlV2dQ/edit

https://www.sutori.com/story/timeline-of-phineas-gage-s
-life--u7jXF4RpgJEYwGc8dVrpAGyg 

https://prezi.com/cctgkyjb7ldb/phineas-gage-timeline/?fr
ame=151910f5b419ac75657d4bb51e1713344e0993b6 
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